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Abstract Various wireless standards such as LTE have been developed over the years due to the high 

demand for faster data rate in portable wireless communications, which has pushed baseband bandwidths up 

to a few tens of MHz, and expect to use in near future >100MHz effective signal bandwidth. Usually high-

resolution continuous-time lowpass Σ∆ ADC architectures are selected for emerging products because of 

their power efficiency. A wide bandwidth is essential in multi-standard mobile applications to accommodate 

receiver bandwidth requirements at the minimum cost in terms of power. A popular way to improve the 

signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) over wide bandwidth without increasing the sampling frequency 

is to use a low-resolution multi-bit quantizers healed due to closed-loop operation through a high-gain filter 

and a linear DAC strategically located to define system linearity. With this approach, the noise-shaping gain 

required in the loop filter can be relaxed due to the reduced quantization noise associated with the multi-bit 

quantizer. Even though multi-bit architectures have been successfully utilized in multi-MHz bandwidth 

designs, significant research efforts are devoted to the find efficient solutions for the remaining issues: better 

linearity, wider bandwidth, robustness to clock jitter and co-existence with other standards. In particular, the 

feedback DAC nonlinearity significantly affects the ADC performance because it directly adds error to the 

filter input signal and it is not noise-shaped. The foundations on SD modulators will be covered first and then 

we will elaborate on linearity limitations as well as jitter and blocker tolerance issues.  
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